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The Chairman of BC Designs, Barrie Cutchie has been in 
the forefront of bathroom innovation and design for 
over 30 years.

In 1979, he became the Founder, of BC Sanitan..the World 
famous Traditional Reproduction Sanitaryware Company who 
are generally recognised as the Company who started the trend 
for Traditional Bathrooms.

Barrie then continued the trend as Co-Founder of The Imperial 
Bathroom Company in 1988. Imperial continue to push the 
boundaries of classic bathroom design, enhancing some of the 
most beautiful homes in the World. 

His companies are known to be “ The First” in introducing the 
latest trends into the Bathroom Market, from the beautifully 
designed Bathroom Pullswitch and Aluminium Bateau Bath, to 
the exquisite Contemporary Range of Thinn solid surface baths 
which set a quality standard not beaten anywhere in the World. 

BC Designs has been in existence for over 15 years and BC 
products can be bought from most of the better Bathroom 
Showrooms in the UK.

If you want the “WOW” factor..choose BC Designs. 

BC

BC Designs continues to set the standard for quality for any discerning  
bathroom designer looking for something with a “WOW” factor.

BC Designs have increased their fabulous ranges of bath tubs  
to include offering for all areas of the bathroom market.

The Design Works,  
Allens Farm, Tye Road, 
Elmstead Market,  
Essex CO7 7BN

Tel: 01206 827100 
Fax: 01206 827800 
Email: sales@bcdesigns.co.uk 
www.bcdesigns.co.uk 
www.bathroomlighting.co.uk
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T&Cs information
Terms of Trading
BC Designs will not normally sell directly to the consumer, for this reason our 
published terms and conditions relate to the supply of goods to retail outlets. 
Therefore terms and conditions applicable to the end user are also those 
offered by the outlet from where you purchase the item and may vary. For 
this reason end users should always refer any issue to the point of purchase  
in the first instance.

Guarantee and Warranty
We offer a 1 year guarantee against manufacturing faults on all of the Lighting 
products in this Brochure. 

We offer a 10 Year Guarantee on our unique range of baths and chinaware 
subject to the End-User completion of our Guarantee Registration Form 
supplied with the product.

In either instance all products must be fitted in accordance with both the 
instructions and relevant regulations and be for normal domestic use only. 
We do not cover products against fair wear and tear, misuse, incorrect usage, 
incorrect installation, incorrect specification, malicious or accidental damage, 
negligence, or lack of servicing. In all cases guarantees and warranties are not 
transferable and proof of purchase will be required to validate any claim.

No claim greater than the purchase price paid to BC Designs or for 
consequential loss will be entertained by BC Designs except where negligence 
on the part of BC Designs is proven.

Printing Accuracy
Prices are for guidance and are correct at the time of printing, but do not 
constitute a formal offer as prices may have to change due to unforeseen 
circumstances. Accordingly prices are those ruling at date of despatch. 

Photographs in this brochure are studio posed in a setting to demonstrate 
the ambience of the main product featured unless otherwise stated. All other 
items featured are photographers props and we are unable to advise on them. 
Photographs do not necessarily reflect all pipework and plumbing that may be 
necessary for installation of the product.

Availability
We aim to maintain stock of all items in this brochure at all times. However, 
the majority of items contained herein are produced in small volume and in 
specialist circumstances and can therefore be affected by significant lead times. 
Availability should be checked at the time of ordering, and before making any 
commitment to installation.

Measurements and Specs
All measurements are given for guidance only. Variation may occur either  
due to manufacturing tolerances, specification change, error or omission.  
For this reason it is recommended to check critical dimensions with BC 
Designs prior to ordering. BC Designs will not accept any liability where  
there is no prior written advice of critical requirements. We reserve the  
right to change specifications at any time.

Returning Goods
Items which are unsuitable or not required may be returned subject to the 
following conditions:-

1)  BC Designs must be contacted prior to any item being returned and 
returns documentation obtained. BC Designs cannot accept responsibility 
for items returned where this requirement is not complied with.

2)  When contacting BC Designs the original BC Designs invoice number 
must be quoted, without this we regret we are unable to accept any  
item back.

3)  Unwanted items must be in perfect re-saleable condition. We will not 
accept items for return which have been fitted, used or are other than  
in the condition in which they were supplied. 

4)  The retail packaging of returned items must be unmarked, and in good 
condition. For this reason it is wise to retain all packaging materials and  
to open packages with care.

5)  The cost of the returning goods for any reason other than a genuine 
manufacturing fault is not the responsibility of BC Designs, in all cases  
a charge of 25% may be levied to cover costs incurred in return.

6)  In selecting a suitable method for return, consideration should be given 
to proper insurance, as BC Designs will not accept liability for goods 
damaged in transit.

7)  Responsibility for packaging in a suitably robust fashion lies with the 
sender. If there is any doubt what a “suitably robust fashion” means  
please contact us for specific packing advice.

8) Items damaged in transit will not be accepted for refund/credit. 

9)  In the event that an item is received damaged BC Designs will notify the 
sender and document the damage. The item and the documentation will 
be retained for 14 days, after which time the item may be disposed of 
without further reference to the sender.

Authenticity
It is in the nature of some items in this brochure, that they are made using 
techniques rarely in common usage today. This is to recreate an authentic 
period look, which should not be confused with mass produced featureless 
product and thus construed as imperfect. 

Delivery
We use third party carriers and a basic two day service for all deliveries.  
With the exception of overseas and outlying areas all deliveries within 
Mainland Britain which are at a value higher than £95.00 net and to a 
commercial address open between 8am & 5:30 pm will be delivered free of 
charge. Orders for less that £95.00 will incur a carriage charge of £7.95 
to a commercial address (as described) and £10.95 to non commercial. For 
larger items we do check circumstances prior to despatch, and therefore 
reserve the right to levy additional charges in the event that delivery is refused 
or the information received is incorrect.

We can offer some flexible alternatives to this BASIC service, but those 
alternatives will incur additional charges. Please contact our sales office 
with your requirements and a quote should you require additional services, 
including timed deliveries, next day, Saturday, or delivery to a private address. 

Damage in Transit
We do not use our own transport. Therefore there is a limited time in which 
we can make a claim for any damage in transit against carriers. For this reason 
outer packaging should be inspected for obvious signs of damage before 
accepting delivery, and regardless all items should be opened and inspected 
within 3 days of receipt. We cannot accept claims for damage in transit after 
this, nor will we accept any responsibility once goods have been passed to a 
third party without prior inspection. It is the responsibility of the Showroom 
to inspect the goods BEFORE they deliver to a customer.

Inspection
BC Designs maintain an inspection regime on all goods that we ship out 
and considerable care is taken to present them in good condition for your 
pleasure. We do also photograph all higher value items prior to shipping so 
as to avoid disputes over what has been received etc., these pictures are 
retained for 1 year after shipment.

Your rights
Your statutory rights are unaffected by all of the above. 
Full Terms and Conditions are available on request.
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GOLD Standard Traditional baths
Dream of lounging in our solid cast aluminium Excelsior and Boat baths and give your bathroom  
a fantastic centrepiece. These unique baths are hand-polished to give an authentic feel of nostalgia,  
and are also available in a painted finish to complement your decor.

GOLD Standard Contemporary baths
The ultimate Solid Surface material.... our THINN range of baths Made from our UNIQUE CIAN® 
material. There is NO topcoat, NO Sprayed finish. Just SOLID colour all the way through. Cian® is an 
advanced blend of acrylic modified polyester resin and mineral fillers. Manufactured from the highest 
quality raw materials Cian® is made to stringent industry standards and makes our baths and basins... 
Durable, Stain resistant & Scratch resistant. Scratches and marks can be easily removed as the Cian® 
material goes all the way through. 10 Year guarantee. Most baths available in both Gloss and Matt finish.

SILVER Standard ACRYMITE baths
Manufactured using our excellent ACRYMITE system, the inner and outer of this varied range of baths 
have a solid acrylic outer AND inner joined together to give the look of the moment. We do not  
spray the whole of the outside of the bath with a thin Gel Coat like lower quality inferior imports.
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Polished solid cast aluminium
Cast In solid marine grade aluminium with a bonded Acrylic Liner for maximum heat retention. 
The classic BOAT (sometimes called a “Bateau” Bath) now suits both Contemporary and 
Traditional settings.

This Bath weighs approx 110 Kilos Capacity 150 litres.
See pages 70 & 71 for waste options.

IMPORTANT: 

The solid cast outer of the Boat Bath is hand ground and polished. Inevitably, there are small pin 
holes and dimples as well as slight variations in the aluminium colour due to the rigorous polishing. 
These are part of the character of the baths and should be expected when ordering. Our objective 
in making these fi ne baths is to reproduce the “reclaimed bath” look of authenticity.

Solid cast aluminium primed

Made in the same marine grade aluminium as the polished version, This bath comes with 
a primed outer ready for painting to suit your decor.

We can paint these baths for you
Choose any Farrow and Ball colour available in an eggshell fi nish.

please allow up to 14 working days for delivery depending on colour availability

The Boat Bath can ONLY take a plug and chain waste or push-down waste. See page 71
This bath weighs approx 110 Kilos Capacity 150 litres

1640mm

445mm
710mm

630mm

1280mm

1200mm

570mm

215mm

685mm

1490mm

420mm

All Dimensions are approximate due to shrinkage

Overfl ow Hole 51mm Diameter
Distance from Top of Bath 75mm
Distance from Bottom of Bath 400mm
Weight Approx. 110Kilos

code BAR210

Cost of painting
code BAZ901

code BAR205 

Choose any Farrow 
and Ball colour 
available in an 
eggshell fi nish.

Boat bath                                   cast aluminium polished.
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1800 X 800mm
double-skinned Acrylic
A bigger Boat bath to give you more room to lounge and relax. Supplied with white gloss 
outer as standard or can be painted to suit your decor. 

The Boat Bath can ONLY take a plug and chain waste or push-down waste... see page 71 for options.

We can paint these baths for you
Choose any Farrow and Ball colour available in an eggshell fi nish.

please allow up to 14 working days for delivery depending on colour availability.

This Bath weighs approx 45 Kilos Capacity 220 litres (With average person 70 Kilos ..150 Litres)

1700 x 750mm 
double-skinned Acrylic
A Top quality Boat bath (sometimes called a “Bateau bath”) with acrylic
inner and outer which can be used in Contemporary and Traditional settings.

The Boat Bath can ONLY take a plug and chain waste or push-down waste... 
see page 71 for options. This Bath weighs approx 37 Kilos
Capacity 190 litres (With average person 70 Kilos ..120 Litres)
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Choose any Farrow 
and Ball colour 
available in an 
eggshell fi nish.

Colour shown: Cooks Blue

Cost of painting
code BAZ901

code BAS070

code BAS065

Acrylic boat bath

Dimensions +/- 5%

Dimensions +/- 5%
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NEW! 1580 x 750mm  
double-skinned Acrylic
Following the many requests we received for a smaller bath, we are pleased to 
introduce the new 1580mm Boat Bath. It still has a good bathing area and should make 
a wonderful addition to the more traditional designs. however as you can see the 
painted Boat baths can be used in both modern and traditional rooms.

The Boat Bath can ONLY take a plug and chain waste or push-down waste...  
see page 71 for options. This bath weighs approx 36 Kilos
Capacity 180 litres (With average person 70 Kilos .. 110 Litres)

Choose any Farrow 
and Ball colour 
available in an 
eggshell finish.

code BAS063

   

1580mm
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1080mm
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Cost of painting
code BAZ901

We can paint these  
baths for you
Choose any Farrow and Ball colour 
available in an eggshell finish.

please allow up to 14 working days for 
delivery depending on colour availability.
please check the colour against a Farrow  
& Ball colour chart before ordering as the 
hue may differ to those shown above due 
to photographic and printing variations.

cooking apple 32

citron 74

chappell green 83

charleston grey 243

dead salmon 28

radicchio 96

brassica 271

pelt 254

Dimensions +/- 5%
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Cast in solid marine-grade aluminium with a bonded acrylic liner for maximum heat retention
This beautiful hand polished bath now suits both contemporary and traditional settings.

Excelsior in solid cast aluminium.

IMPORTANT: The solid cast outer of the Excelsior bath is hand ground and 
polished. Inevitably, there are small pin holes and dimples as well as slight variations 
in the aluminium colour due to the rigorous polishing. These are part of the 
character of the baths and should be expected when ordering. Our objective in 
making these fi ne baths is to reproduce the “reclaimed bath” look of authenticity.

plinth can be removed to ease weight and access issues when moving the bath

This bath can take the following waste options:
standard plug and chain
exposed plug and chain
push down exposed or concealed
pop-up exposed or concealed (see page 71 for waste compatibility)

IMPORTANT: Customers please note.

When a U-bend is fi tted to the Bath with Plinth, it will protrude below the fl oor level. 
Therefore, a small recess will have to be made under the bath to fi t all wastes. Allow a 
minimum of 40mm below the fl oor for this. The plinth will hide this recess and waste fi ttings.

There is a small mouse hole in the rear of the bath plinth to allow for waste exit pipe.

IF YOU DO NOT WISH TO HAVE THE MOUSE HOLE PLEASE STATE WHEN ORDERING.

1780mm

755mm 460mm
625mm

150mm

1130mm

950mm

Rim width 75mm

436mm 630mm

180mm

760mm

540mm

1530mm

All Dimensions are approximate due to casting 
shrinkage +/– 5%. Water capacity 190 litres.

1780mm

685mm 460mm
570mm

1350mm

1100mm

436mm 630mm

220mm

760mm

540mm

1530mm

All Dimensions are approximate due to casting 
shrinkage 

Please note: there is a mouse hole cut in the rear of the plinth 
as standard. Please specify if you require plinth without cut out.

code BAR035

code BAR030

These baths weigh approximately 110 kilos.
Feet or plinth can be removed for ease of installation.

These baths can take the following waste options:
standard plug and chain
exposed plug and chain
push down exposed or concealed
pop-up exposed or concealed (see page 71 for waste compatibility)

In solid cast 
aluminium
with polished 
ball & claw feet

Excelsior Polished Cast 
Aluminium with Plinth

Excelsior Polished Cast 
Aluminium with Feet
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Excelsior Primed with polished 
aluminium plinth

We can paint this bath for you
Choose any Farrow and Ball colour available in an  
eggshell finish.

please allow up to 14 working days for delivery depending 
on colour availability.
paint is applied by roller and brush.

Cast in solid aluminium coated with a black primer -  
ready to paint in a colour to match your scheme  
(see page 10 for dimensions).

These baths weigh approximately 110 kilos. 
Feet or plinth can be removed for ease of installation.

These baths can take the following waste options:
standard plug and chain
exposed plug and chain
push down exposed or concealed
pop-up exposed or concealed  
(see page 71 for waste compatibility)

Exelsior primed with Ball & Claw feet

Excelsior solid cast Aluminium bath
Primed with primed plinth 

IMPORTANT: Customers please note.

When a U-bend is fitted to the Bath with Plinth,  
it will protrude below the floor level. 
Therefore, a small recess will have to be made under  
the bath to fit all wastes. 
Allow a minimum of 40mm below the floor for this.  
The plinth will hide this recess and waste fittings.

There is a small mouse hole in the rear of the bath 
plinth to allow for waste exit pipe.

We can supply without the mouse hole for  
under-floor installation. Please state when ordering.

Primed with 
polished plinth

Primed 
with feet

Please note: there is a mouse hole cut in the rear of the plinth  
as standard. Please specify if you require plinth without cut out.

code BAR005

Cost of painting
code BAZ901

code BAR010

code BAR009

Excelsior in solid cast aluminium primed with plinth.
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Excelsior white acrylic with aluminium plinth
also available with ball & claw feet.

Doubled-skinned acrylic
 A fi ne quality double skinned acrylic bath with either polished aluminium plinth or 
polished feet. This double ended slipper bath will give you years of comfortable use with 
a deep inner for maximum bathing space. These baths weigh approximately 65 kilos.
Feet or plinth can be removed for ease of installation.

This bath can take the following waste options:
standard plug and chain
exposed plug and chain
push down exposed or concealed
pop-up exposed or concealed (see page 71 for waste compatibility)

 Excelsior white acrylic with polished plinth

 Note: this white bath can be painted on the outside. It must be keyed with abrasive 
paper & primed before painting. Choose a water based primer with a water based top 
coat or an oil based primer with an oil based top coat. Do not use any material which 
contains thinners and test a small hidden area of the bath before proceeding. 

 We can paint this bath for you
Choose any Farrow and Ball colour available in an eggshell fi nish.

Please allow up to 14 working days for delivery depending on colour availability. Paint is applied by 
roller and brush.

 Excelsior white acrylic with ball & claw feet

 IMPORTANT: Customers please note.

When a U-bend is fi tted to the Bath with Plinth, it will protrude below the fl oor level. Therefore, 
a small recess will have to be made under the bath to fi t all wastes. Allow a minimum of 40mm 
below the fl oor for this. The plinth will hide this recess and waste fi ttings.

There is a small mouse hole in the rear of the bath plinth to allow for waste exit pipe

 (The plinth is a cast aluminium product polished by hand - blemishes such as dimples, small holes etc 
are part of the bath’s character and should not be deemed as faults. There may be colour differences 
on the outside of the plinth brought out by the rigorous polishing and variations in the aluminium.)

Please note: there is a mouse hole cut in the rear of the plinth 
as standard. Please specify if you require plinth without cut out.

Cost of painting
code BAZ901 

code BAR020 

code BAR015
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NO OThER COMpANY uSES
OuR uNIQuE CIAN® MATERIAL

What is Cian® Solid Surfacing?

Cian® Solid Surfacing is a renewable decorative surface material manufactured from an advanced blend of acrylic 
modifi ed polyester resin and mineral fi llers. Manufactured from the highest quality raw materials Cian® Solid Surfacing 
is made to stringent industry standards. It is a colour throughout material providing all the incredible benefi ts of solid 
surfacing.

Main properties

• Durability

• Stain resistance

• Scratch resistance

• Non-porous

Durability

Cian® Solid Surfacing will withstand the rigours of everyday exposure.

Stain resistance

Cian® Solid Surfacing is stain resistant. Grease leaves no after trace because of Cian’s® non-porous properties.

Scratch resistance

Light scratches can be removed with water paper and polishing compound.

Non-porous

unaffected by fl uctuating moisture ingression and humidity. Cian® Solid Surfacing is for all practical purposes 
100% non-porous.

Easy maintenance

A daily wipe using a non-abrasive cleaning agent will keep the surface clean. It is resistant to deterioration and minor 
damages can be polished or repaired.

Guarantees

Cian® Solid Surfacing has a ten year limited warranty.

Advantages

This product is a non-porous, hygienic, stain and chemical resistant, repairable material. As a result of its solid 
homogeneous properties and colour throughout the material, the appearance of Cian® will retain its original beauty 
for many years with minimum maintenance required.

Thermal shock

Cian® Solid Surfacing complies with Din 198 standards in this regard.

 When we were designing the baths 
we had to fi nd a material which was
• Durable
• Stain resistant
• Scratch resistant
• Non Porous
• Guaranteed
• Resistant to thermal shock
• Non-yellowing
• Repairable
We found CIAN® the Solid Surface
Material ... now relax!
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• Easy maintenance

• Guaranteed

• Warm to the touch

• Thermal shock resistance
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Senator Bath
Available with or without bun feet.

Senator Bath
We make the most amazing baths! The Senator bath is a fantastic bath 
made from CIAN. The colour goes all the way through...no thin Gel coat 
to break through...no hollow ringing sound... Scratches and marks can be 
easily removed. 

CAN BE SuppLIED WITh OR WIThOuT BuN FEET.

 With a built in waste set in the solid walls of the bath,  this is a fantastic 
centrepiece for your bathroom with a huGE bathing area. We have tried to 
replicate the feel and look of the original CERAMIC fi nish which was applied 
to the old Fireclay baths such as those made by Twyfords at the beginning of 
the 20th Century,  so please note that,  although the fi nish is very smooth,  there 
will be slight undulations and variations which make these hand fi nished baths 
individual and unique. We use modern techniques and materials to create a step 
forward in classical bath design.

The Senator bath enhances both contemporary and classic bathrooms.

Price without feet
code BAB045

Price with feet
code BAB045+BAB047

Dimensions: 1804mm x 850mm x 615mm

The Senator Bath can ONLY take a plug and chain waste 
or pop-up waste see page 71 for options.
This Bath weighs approx 130 Kilos
Capacity 190 litres (With average person 70 Kilos ..130 Litres)
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Dimensions can differ + /- 5%
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The Fitzroy Bath
Fashioned from an ORIGINAL Fireclay Bath, the SOLID CAST Fitzroy 
Bath is a generously deep bath with a similar feel to the original Bath.
Made from our unique Solid Surface Material Cian® in either Gloss or 
Matt fi nish, it is one solid colour all the way through..so scratches and 
marks can be easily removed and there is no enamel or gelcoat surface 
coating to breach, giving you years of comfort in use. The Cian® Material 
is also warm to the touch and has excellent heat retaining properties.

The NEW FITZROY Bath has a built-in tap ledge to allow you to fi t your 
favoured brassware. 
The tapledge is recessed down into the rim and can be left un-drilled if 
you wish to use fl oor-mounted legs and a bath mixer behind the end 
of the bath. Some customers use the recess as a soap dish.

A truly magnifi cent and authentic bath.

Comes with 4 Solid Cast ball feet made from Cian®

The Fitzroy can ONLY take a plug and chain waste or push-down waste... 
see page 71 for options.

This Bath weighs approx 110 Kilos Capacity 190 litres
(With average person 70 Kilos ..120 Litres)

code BAB049
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FITZROY Bath
made from Cian®.

Available from April 2014
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Casini bath... FIRST AGAIN!

BC Designs again comes up with the best in solid surface baths!
The CASINI is a fantastic, solid cast one-piece bath made from CIAN. The colour goes all the way through...
no thin Gel coat to break through...no hollow ringing sound... Scratches and marks can be easily removed.
CASINI is truly a magnifi cent bath to enhance any bathroom, modern or traditional. CASINI has a good size 
interior for a bath of this size because of the slim rim.

Bored with bland copies of tired old originals? 

Try our stunning new approach to the problems of blending the old with the new... 
To suit both the most contemporary and the most traditional of settings...
This is a real step forward in classical bath design.

*This bath has a Matt fi nish on the outside and a Gloss fi nish on the inside

The CASINI comes with NO OVERFLOW only Size: 1680mm x 750mm x 560mm high +/-5%

Weight approx. 120 kilos 
Water capacity: 180 litres 

Waste when ordered separately

Available from end of  April 2014

code BAB035

Casini free standing bath.

450mm 1100mm

570mm

750mm

1680mm
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IMPORTANT: The waste outlet for the Casini Bath must always exit under the fl oor. 
Please make sure you check this before ordering the bath.
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Maximus cast in Cian®.

Cast in Cian®

BC Designs proudly introduces the MAxIMuS Bath. Totally unique in 
its grandeur and quality. There is nothing like it anywhere in the world. 
MAxIMuS is cast in one-piece from our unique Cian® material... solid  
colour all the way through. It is completely solid... no thin gel coat. 

The detailing in the bath is achieved by hours of hand work and polishing 
pLEASE NOTE: The Maximus has a surprisingly massive bathing area for  
a bath of this size

The over flow is cast seamlessly into the  
body of the bath
Size 1680mm x 750mm x 570mm

A chrome push down waste and flexible 
outlet pipe are supplied with this bath. 
Installation should be with the waste exiting 
under the floor, so please allow for this when 
specifying this bath.
Contact BC Designs if above floor waste 
installation is required.

push down waste – chrome only – Supplied

Note: We have tried to replicate a ceramic 
finish, originally applied to early fireclay baths.  
The surface will have minor undulations to give 
the feel of these classic baths.
Weight 120 kilos.
Water capacity 190 litres.

674mm1532mm

1680mm 750mm
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code BAB034

when supplied separately

No othe
r

compaNy
 uses 

our uNi
que

cian®

material

Dimensions can differ + /- 5%
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Aurelius Slipper

Once again, the Aurelius Slipper pushes the boundaries of solid surface 
technology to give you the best in Classical styling using the latest materials.

Cast in one-piece from our unique Cian®... solid colour all the way 
through, the Aurelius Slipper is both stylish and comfortable.
Because of the Thinn rim, this bath has a huge bathing area.
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450mm
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Aurelius Slipper Bath
New Lower Price

The over fl ow is cast seamlessly into the body of the bath
Size 1598mm x 785mm x 736mm (max)

A chrome push down waste and fl exible outlet pipe are 
supplied with this bath.

The u-Bend must always go below fl oor level, so please allow 
for this when specifying this bath.

Note: We have tried to replicate a ceramic fi nish, originally 
applied to early fi reclay baths. 
The surface will have minor undulations to give the feel of 
these classic baths.
weight approx 110 kilos
water capacity 170 ltrs

Aurelius basin does not 
have an overfl ow.

Aurelius basin
code BAB130

 push down waste for basin
code WAS220

code BAB031

Aurelius Slipper
With a huge bathing area for such a small bath, we have given the AuRELIuS SLIppER 

Bath a look which will suit both contemporary and classical bathrooms.

No othe
r

compaNy
 uses

our uNi
que

cian®

material

Dimensions can differ + /- 5%
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paradise & Orchid
 Setting a new standard in solid surface technology. Relax and go 
back to nature with the fabulous paradise and Orchid baths. Cast 
in one piece in our unique Cian® solid surface material paradise and 
Orchid give you a huge bathing area in which to relax and dream.

These baths weigh approximately 116 kilos 
Water capacity - 180 litres

  

Comes complete with fl exible outlet pipe. The pARADISE® & ORChID® baths are 
normally supplied with built-in overfl ow. Non overfl ow can be supplied to order. 
please allow 8-10 weeks for delivery for these options.

The overfl ow channel is hidden inside the body of the bath. We recommend that 
installation is with the waste exiting under the fl oor. If above fl oor waste installation is 
required, contact BC Designs for advice regarding the correct method for doing this.

 
Dimensions are the same for both the pARADISE® & ORChID® baths.

Please note: the Orchid bath has a 
hint of leaf ribbing in the petal shape 

on the front and rear of the bath.

PARADISE®

ORCHID®

 This bath is design 
registered.

Action will be taken 
against copyright 

infringement
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No othe
r

compaNy
 uses

our uNi
que

cian®

material

paradise/Orchid basin paradise/Orchid basin
does not have an overfl ow.

 Orchid bath
price reduced

code BAB060

paradise bath
price reduced 

code BAB040

push down waste - chrome only supplied

when bought separately

code BAB140
 push down waste for basin
code WAS220

paradise & Orchid
  

The pARADISE® & ORChID® baths are cast in Cian® Solid Surface 
  material for a back to nature feel. These baths are both comfortable and spacious.

Available in Gloss or Matt fi nish.

Dimensions +/- 5%

Dimensions +/- 5%
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Thinn Kurv
With the standard KuRV bath the waste pipe needs to be run under the fl oor. 
If the waste has to run above the fl oor, you can order an additional plinth to raise 
the level of the bottom of the bath.

These baths weigh approximately 94 kilos
Water capacity - 180 litres

The overfl ow channel is hidden inside the body of the bath and this bath comes 
supplied with a fl exible waste outlet pipe and a push down waste chrome only

When ordering please state with or without overfl ow.

push down waste when bought separately

Kurv with plinth

The KuRV can also be ordered with a matt fi nish.
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1890mm
900mm

170mm

285mm

615mm

360mm

22mm

25mm

push down waste for basinKurv basin

Thinn Kurv
 Our KuRV solid-surface bath is a combination of trend setting design and technical achievement.

The minimalist KuRV bath is both comfortable and stylish to enhance any bathroom. 
Being rimless, KuRV gives maximum bathing area.

Bathroom designed by
Rigby & Rigby Ltd.
Rigbyandrigby.com

code BAB005

code BAB007

code BAB105 code WAS220 

No othe
r

compaNy
 uses

our uNi
que

cian®

material

Dimensions +/- 5%
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 GB Registered Design No. 4007910. 
© copyright BC Designs

this product is design registered. 
 Action will be taken against copyright infringement.

Thinn Tasse
 available in either Gloss or Matt fi nish from stock.

 The TASSE solid surface bath, for lovers of oval designs, 
gives a good bathing area within a delicate look.
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Thinn Tasse
With room beneath to allow the waste above or below the fl oor level, the TASSE 
is supplied complete with push down waste and fl exible waste outlet pipe.

We recommend that installation is with the waste exiting under the fl oor. 
If above fl oor waste installation is required, contact BC Designs for advice 
regarding the correct method for doing this.

These baths weigh approximately 92 kilos
Water capacity - 180 litres

Tasse bath

The Tasse bath and basin can be 
ordered in a MATT fi nish to order.

Chrome only
push down waste (when bought separately).

 Tasse basin

 push down waste for basin
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535mm

285mm

150mm
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 Tasse basin

code WAS220

code BAB110code BAB010 

No othe
r

compaNy
 uses

our uNi
que

cian®

material

Tolerances + / - minus 5%

Tolerances + / - minus 5%
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345mm
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 Gio/Tasse basin

Thinn Gio
With the GIO bath the u-Bend generally needs to be run under the fl oor.

These baths weigh approximately 94 kilos
Water capacity - 180 litres

The overfl ow channel is hidden inside the body of the bath and this bath comes 
supplied with a fl exible waste outlet pipe and a push down waste chrome only.

push down waste

Gio basin

GIO is available in both a Gloss and Matt fi nish.

push down waste for basin
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800mm

1645mm

645mm

code WAS220

code BAB110

when bought separately

code BAB062 

No othe
r

compaNy
 uses

our uNi
que

cian®

material

Thinn Gio
For the true Egg-Shape choose GIO to fi nish your bathroom beautifully.

The spacious GIO bath fi ts a lot of bathing area in a smaller space
GIO is the archetypal EGG-ShApED bath.
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Dimensions can differ + /- 5%
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Thinn Vive
With the VIVE bath the waste pipe generally needs to be run under the fl oor.

These baths weigh approximately 94 kilos
Water capacity - 180 litres

The overfl ow channel is hidden inside the body of the bath and this bath comes 
supplied with a fl exible waste outlet pipe and a push down waste chrome only.
VIVE is available in both a Gloss and Matt fi nish.

push down waste (when bought separately).

push down waste for basin

VIVE basin

Thinn Vive
Small size but big interior VIVE is the essence of pure simplicity.

The VIVE bath for a clean contemporary feel for your bathroom scheme
VIVE is just 1610mm long but has a large interior for a bath of this size.

Vive basin

The VIVE can be ordered without overfl ow to order.
please allow a minimum of 8-10 weeks for delivery for this option.
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Dimensions can differ + /- 5%
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GB Registered Design No. 4007909. 
© copyright BC Designs this product is 

design registered. Action will be taken 
against copyright infringement

Thinn Feng
Available in either a Gloss or Matt fi nish from stock.

The FENG is a rimless bath, which is cast in one piece with a hidden overfl ow pipe 
built into the body. Ergonomically designed in solid colour Cian®.
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Feng basin
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Thinn Feng
For the lovers of the trend for square fi ttings, the FENG bath gives 
space and a surprising amount of comfort.

These baths weigh approximately 105 kilos
Water capacity - 190 litres

We recommend that installation is with the waste exiting under the fl oor. If above fl oor waste 
installation is required, contact BC Designs for advice regarding the correct method for doing this.

push down waste Chrome only when bought separately

The FENG can be ordered without overfl ow to order.
please allow a minimum of 8-10 weeks for delivery for this option.

code BAB115

push down waste for basin
code WAS220 

code BAB015

No othe
r

compaNy
 uses

our uNi
que

cian®

material

Dimensions can differ + /- 5%
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Thinn Shui
Available in either a Gloss or Matt finish from stock.

The ShuI bath was designed from the inside out - that is with the prime expectation  
that the bath should give comfort and space in a classically simplistic design. 

Bathroom designed by Rigby & Rigby Ltd. - 
Rigbyandrigby.com

GB Registered Design No. 4007911. 
© copyright BC Designs this product is design registered. 
Action will be taken against copyright infringement
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Thinn Shui
Cast in one piece from Cian®. This delicate yet solid bath 
enhances both contemporary and classic bathrooms.

400mm550mm
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430mm
307mm

The overflow is seamlessly cast into the body.

Chrome push down supplied waste only.

This bath weighs approximately 89 kilos
Water capacity - 180 litres

We recommend that installation is with 
the waste exiting under the floor. If above 
floor waste installation is required, contact 
BC Designs for advice regarding the correct 
method for doing this.

push down waste 
(when bought separately).

The ShuI can be supplied without 
overflow to order.
please allow a minimum of 8-10  
weeks for delivery for this option.

Shui basin

1630mm
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code BAB125
push down waste for basin

code WAS220

code BAB025

No othe
r

compaNy
 uses 

our uNi
que

cian®

material

Dimensions +/- 5%
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Thinn Delicata Slipper
available in either Gloss or Matt fi nish from stock.

 DELICATA - a slipper bath for contemporary bathrooms designed with comfort in mind 
and manufactured in a one piece solid casting from Cian®.

A warm colour-through material.

GB Registered Design No. 4007912. 
© copyright BC Designs this product is design registered. 

Action will be taken against copyright infringement
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The Thinn Delicata has a huge bathing area for its size.
The overfl ow is built into the skin of the bath at the lower end.

Supplied with a push down waste in 
Chrome only.

These baths weigh approximately 92 kilos
Water capacity - 190 litres.

We recommend that installation is with the 
waste exiting under the fl oor. If above fl oor 
waste installation is required, contact 
BC Designs for advice regarding the 
correct method for doing this.

push down waste (when bought separately).

When ordering please state with 
or without overfl ow.

The DELICATA can be supplied 
without overfl ow to order.

please allow a minimum of 8-10 weeks 
for delivery for this option.

Delicata basin

push down waste for basin
code WAS220 

code BAB020

code BAB120  

No othe
r

compaNy
 uses

our uNi
que

cian®

material

Delicata Basin

Dimensions can differ + /- 5%
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Thinn Roundell
Available in either Gloss or Matt fi nish from stock.

 The ROuNDELL solid surface bath is cast in our unique CIAN® material. The colour goes 
all the way through...not just a thin top coat as is normally found on this shape of bath.

13
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385mm

ø450

These baths weigh approximately 120 kilos 
Water capacity 220 litres

Roundell bath
New Lower price

The Roundell is supplied complete with a 
push-down waste and fl exible waste pipe. 
The u-Bend must always go below fl oor level, 
so please allow for this when specifying this bath
Contact BC Designs if above fl oor waste 
installation is required.

Size 1400mm in diameter x 550mm high

push down waste - chrome only 
(when bought separately).

Roundell basin

Roundell basin does not have an overfl ow.

push down waste for basin

The ROuNDELL can be supplied without 
overfl ow to order.
please allow a minimum of 8-10 weeks 
delivery for this option.
This bath is design registered.
Action will be taken against copyright 
infringement

Thinn Roundell
Cool elegance with a simple geometric shape. This classic circular design, 
1400mm in diameter with a water capacity of 220 litres is stylish and unusual 
and very comfortable.

Roundell has no overfl ow.

code BAB037

code BAB137

code WAS220

No othe
r

compaNy
 uses

our uNi
que

cian®

material

Roundell Basin

Dimensions can differ + /- 5%
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Thinn Kurvstone new
cianstone baths
Kurvstone Cianstone Bath with built in overfl ow.

Thinn Kurvstone
Following the success of the BC Designs white Thinn range of Cian® Baths, 

we introduce Cianstone® Stone-look baths which have a wall thickness of 20-25mm. 
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KuRVSTONE is a combination of solid-
surface technology and design. There is a 
maximum amount of internal bathing area as 
the bath is rimless. The KuRVSTONE is both 
comfortable and stylish. An overfl ow channel 
is cleverly hidden in the wall of the bath, but 
please note there is a 2mm overfl ow cover 
block on the outside of the bath to facilitate 
this (see picture).
 
A KuRVSTONE bath WIThOuT 
OVERFLOW can be supplied to order. 

The non overfl ow bath does not have the 
block on the outside.
Allow up to 8-10 weeks delivery for this option.

As with the Standard Kurv bath, the waste has 
to be run under the fl oor as there is no room 
beneath the bath for a standard u-Bend.

Comes supplied with chrome push down 
waste and fl exible outlet pipe.

Kurvstone Bath

With or without overfl ow
New Lower price

Kurvstone Basin

code BAB006

code BAB106

No othe
r

compaNy
 uses

our uNi
que

cian®

material

Overfl ow cover block

Cianstone is a warm material which retains water temperature and is very stable. 
Minor scratches and dents can be easily removed as it is a solid mix of colour all through the body of the bath.

Dimensions can differ + /- 5%
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Thinn Tassestone
For lovers of the egg shaped bath, we introduce the TASSESTONE solid surface bath. 

A delicate bath which is very comfortable in a natural stone fl ecked fi nish.
Thinn Tassestone
cianstone baths
 The TASSESTONE solid surface bath is for lovers of the oval design. This delicate, yet sturdy 
bath has a rimless design to give comfort in a large bathing area. Supplied with a built in 
overfl ow to keep the simplistic design, and also a waste and fl exible waste pipe outlet for 
ease of installation. 

Tassestone Basin
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The rimless design gives maximum 
bathing area. There is enough room 
in the cavity below the bath to 
accommodate a u-bend.
We recommend that installation is with 
the waste exiting under the fl oor. If 
above fl oor waste installation is required, 
contact BC Designs for advice regarding 
the correct method for doing this.

please note: there is a 2mm overfl ow 
cover block on the outside of the bath 
to facilitate this (see picture). The non 
overfl ow bath does not have the block 
on the outside.

A TASSESTONE bath WIThOuT 
OVERFLOW can be supplied to order. 
Allow up to 12 weeks delivery for 
this option.

Comes supplied with chrome push down 
waste and fl exible outlet pipe.

Tassestone Bath 
With or without overfl ow

Overfl ow Cover Block
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code BAB111

code BAB011
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Dimensions can differ + /- 5%
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Introducing 
the Acrymite System

Our excellent range of double-skinned 
acrylic baths using the Acrymite system 
with 3 new additions.

Why is our Acrymite system so good?

We do not spray the whole of the outside of 
the bath to get our seamless fi nish where the 
inner and the outer Acrylic skins are joined. 
Scratches and marks can be easily removed 
as the outer is solid acrylic sheet, and there 
is no thin gel coat to break through.
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New Dinkee bath
It’s not a toy... IT’S A DINKEE!
The fabulous solution to lack of space in the smaller bathroom. DINKEE has a big 
bathing area for a bath of this size..and is both lovely to look at and of great quality.
Because of the thin rim you get maximum bathing area with an excellent degree 
of comfort.

Supplied with no tap holes

The Dinkee Bath is supplied with a Chrome Push-Down Waste and Overfl ow 
cover only.
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code BAS012

New Dinkee Acrymite Acrylic Bath
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Dimensions can differ + /- 5%
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Durata Wall-Mounted
or Free-Standing
A very spacious Bath manufactured using our Acrymite system© giving you 
the ultimate bathing experience in minimalist luxury allowing enough space 
for 2 to luxuriate in splendour.

The panel and bath are cleanly formed into one to give clean lines and 
a stylish look. 

There are 2 versions: Wall-Mounted - which has a recess for pipework 
and 2 square corners at the back.

Free-Standing - which has 4 rounded corners.

The U-Bend must always go below fl oor level, so please allow for this 
when specifying this bath.

Tap holes can be drilled by the customer to suit.

Maximum size

1830mm x w. 920mm x h. 610mm

weight approx 54 kilos

Capacity 340 litres (With average person 70 Kilos ..270 Litres)

Durata Wall-Mounted bath Durata Free-Standing bath

(see page 71 for waste compatibility)

Please specify either Wall-Mounted or Free-Standing when ordering.
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Wall-Mounted version
( to go against the wall)

Free-Standing version
(will not go fl at against a wall)

code BAS045

Durata
Wall-Mounted or Free-Standing.

Free-Standing Version

Wall-Mounted Version
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Slipp Bath
A traditional slipper shape bath brought into the future.

Made using our Acrymite system©, the SLIpp bath is both comfortable and stylish.

Slipp bath
This double skinned acrylic bath has a decent bathing area for such 
a small size and will give a stylish look where space may be at a premium

Supplied with no tap holes

The Slipp Bath is supplied with NO overfl ow only

Supplied with Chrome Push-Down waste only

IMPORTANT: The Slipp Bath has limited space in the recess under 
the bath ..therefore the waste outlet will always have to go beneath 
the fl oor. Please check when ordering. 

These baths weigh approximately 44 kilos
Capacity 195 litres (With average person 70 Kilos ..125 Litres)
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Chalice Major bath
Our CHALICE MAJOR bath is a real architectural centrepiece for 
any bathroom. The ideal bath for a long luxurious soak.

Made using our excellent Acrymite system©, the CHALICE MAJOR 
is made from an inner and an outer acrylic shell joined together to 
give a look of much more expensive baths at a very reasonable cost.

The CHALICE MAJOR comes only with built in tap ledge.

Note: The U-bend must always go below the floor level,  
so please allow for this when specifying this bath.

 

Capacity 270 litres (With average person 70 Kilos ..200 Litres)

Recommended waste chrome push-down (not included).

(see page 71 for waste compatibility) 

Chalice Major Bath
A beautiful timeless design in which to while away the hours in luxurious comfort.

Dimensions can differ + /- 5%
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Chalice Minor Bath
A beautiful timeless design in which to while away the hours in luxurious comfort.

Introducing our NEW 
Chalice Minor Bath
Available April 2014

Chalice Major’s smaller brother has no tap ledge and is manufactured 
using our Acrylic Acrymite system. There is a lot of space inside 
this beautiful bath because of the slimness of the rim so you get 
maximum bathing area

Note: We always recommend that the U-Bend should exit under 
the fl oor. Please check the dimension drawing for other options.

Weight 40 Kilos. Water Capacity 240 litres 
(With average person 70 Kilos ..170 Litres)

Comes complete with a chrome only
push-Down waste and chrome slotted overfl ow.

code BAS016

Dimensions can differ + /- 5%
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plazia Bath
The Classic modern free-standing bath for the contemporary bathroom.

The clean lines of the plazia Bath will complement any sanitaryware choice.

Ancora Bath
The Ancora gives the customer the free-standing contemporary back-to wall look with the benefi t

of a straight line at the back for a good water seal when fi xed against tiles.

Ancora
The Ancora and Plazia baths are manufactured using our excellent 
Acrymite system©. The inner & outer of the baths are joined to give 
clean and modern lines

Weight approximately 45 kilos
Water capacity 200 Litres

Taps can be added to the rim of this bath. There is a purpose made 
platform situated dead centre along the rear edge of the bath.

(see page 71 for waste compatibility)

Recommended waste chrome push-down (not supplied).

Note: The U-bend must always go below the fl oor level, so please allow 
for this when specifying this bath. 

Waste to be bought separately.

Plazia
The Plazia is a step forward in design against baths where you 
can see a distinct join between the inner and outer panel. 

Designed with comfort in mind, the PLAZIA will complement  
most contemporary bathroom designs

Weight approximately 45 kilos

Capacity 230 litres (With average person 70 Kilos ..160 Litres) 

Supplied with Chrome Push-Down waste only

Taps cannot be fi tted to the rim of this bath. IMPORTANT: 
The Plazia bath has limited space in the recess under the bath 
..therefore the waste outlet will always have to go beneath 
the fl oor. Please check when ordering.
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code BAS040

code WAS040

code BAS055

Dimensions can differ + /- 5%

Dimensions can differ + /- 5%
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Ovali Bath
The Fantastic egg-shaped design of OVALI makes a defi nite design 
statement to give you a stunning centrepiece for your bathroom. 
Created using our excellent Acrymite system©, the OVALI is made 
from an inner and an outer acrylic shell joined together to give a 
smooth fi nish on the outside. It is priced very reasonably for a bath 
of this stature.

Supplied with Chrome Push-Down waste only.

Weight approx 45 Kilos. Capacity 258 litres
(With average person 70 Kilos ..188 Litres)

Taps cannot be fi tted to the rim of this bath
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code BAS020

Ovali Bath
This classic shaped and affordable OVALI bath fi nishes everything off beautifully.Dimensions can differ + /- 5%
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Parama Bath
PARAMA with the bath panels ready fi xed has a slimmer rim to maximise 
the large bathing area. The design is very much current to fi t in with 
modern trends for clean lines in the bathroom.

Brassware cannot be fi tted to the rim of the bath and should be either 
wall or fl oor mounted.

Note: The U-bend must always go below the fl oor level, 
so please allow for this when specifying this bath.

Weight approx 63 kilos. Capacity 220 litres
(With average person 70 Kilos ..150 Litres)

Supplied with Chrome Push-Down waste only

Will not take a Pop-Up Waste or Exofi ll style waste system. 

Angilo Bath
ANGILO with integrated bath panels ready fi xed to give you a stylish 
clean look and a large bathing area The ANGILO is designed with 
internal back support for extended lounging. The rim of ANGILO is 
wide enough to fi t your choice of Brassware, or you can wall mount 
the taps should you choose this option. Check with us before ordering 
brassware in the case of larger than normal taps. Manufactured using 
our excellent Acrymite system©. It is priced very reasonably for a bath 
of this stature.

Weight approx 65 kilos. Capacity 290 litres (With average 
person 70 Kilos ..220 Litres)

Supplied with inbuilt overfl ow with chrome cover only.

Supplied with Chrome Push-Down waste only

Note: The U-bend must always go below the fl oor level, 
so please allow for this when specifying this bath.
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code BAS025 code BAS030

Angilo Bath
A great choice of two oblong baths. The Angilo and parama are fi tted with integrated 

bath panels, one for tapholes and one for free standing tapware.
parama Bath

Dimensions can differ + /- 5%

Dimensions can differ + /- 5%
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Viado 1580mm bath
Manufactured using our excellent Acrymite system©, the VIADO 1580mm 
is made from an inner and an outer acrylic shell joined together to give a 
smooth fi nish on the outside. Because of the slim rim design, there is a lot 
of internal space inside the VIADO 1580mm which gives an unexpectedly 
large bathing area for a bath of this size.

Brassware must be wall or fl oor mounted.

Supplied with Chrome Push-Down waste only.

Weight approx 45 kilos. Capacity 225 Lites
(With average person 70 Kilos ..155 Litres)

Supplied with built in overfl ow with chrome cover only.

Note: The U-bend must always go below the fl oor level, so please allow 
for this when specifying this bath. The basins in the setting are not supplied 
by BC Designs.

Viado 1780mm bath
Viado is an excellent free-standing bath with an integral outer panel. 
Manufactured to incorporate a hidden overfl ow using our excellent 
Acrymite system© for strength and reliability. VIADO is available 
in 2 sizes..(see next page) to fi t into most bathroom areas.

Manufactured using our Acrymite system, the VIADO is made from 
an inner and an outer acrylic shell joined together seamlessly to give 
a smooth fi nish on the outside.

Its competitive price makes it a must for your bathroom design.

Note: The U-bend must always go below the fl oor level, 
so please allow for this when specifying this bath.

Weight approx 55 kilos. Capacity 265 Lites 
(With average person 70 Kilos ..195 Litres)

Supplied with Chrome Push-Down waste only.

Viado 1580mm Bath

code BAS010

code BAS005

Viado 1780mm Bath
This understated elegant design will create a wonderful symmetry in your bathroom.

Dimensions can differ + /- 5%
Dimensions can differ + /- 5%
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Bath Accessories & Wastes

70

 push down concealed 
bath waste & overfl ow 
WAS040 chrome

gold or polished nickel p.O.A.

pop-up concealed bath 
waste with 600mm tube 
WAS005  

pop-up thick wall 
concealed bath waste  
WAS007 chrome

gold or polished nickel

push down exposed  
extended waste  
WAS050 chrome

gold or polished nickel p.O.A.

concealed bath waste/ 
plug and chain (not shown)

WAS020 chrome

gold or polished nickel

exposed pop-up bath 
waste with metal 
overfl ow pipe (not shown) 

WAS060 chrome 

gold or polished nickel

click clack basin waste
unslotted basin waste for Thinn basins

chrome 

fl exible supply tubes for 
standpipes (pair) WAS099 chrome 

exposed bath waste/plug and 
chain with overfl ow pipe
WAS030 chrome

gold or polished nickel

exposed low bath trap with adaptor 
& pipe  (40-42mm)
WAS080 plus waste pipe 680mm x 220mm
and fl ange cover chrome 

gold or polished nickel

over edge standpipes
WAS090 chrome
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    BAS010 Viado 1780 x 800 x 600 c/w fi tted waste
BAS005 Viado 1580 x 740 x 570 c/w fi tted waste X � � 85 X X X X X X X X � � X X

 BAS012 Dinkee 1500 x 780 x 660 c/w fi tted waste X � X 120 X X X X X X X X � � X X

  BAS014 Dinkee Eco 1500 x 780 x 660
c/w fi tted waste (140 Litre Fill) X � X 120 X X X X X X X X � � X X

 BAS015 Chalice Major 1780 x 950 x 560 c/w fi tted waste X � � 100 X X X X X X X X � � X X

 BAS016 Chalice Minor 1650 x 900 x 590 X � X 120 X X X X X X X X � � X X

 BAS020 Ovali 1805 x 850 x 600 c/w fi tted waste X � X 125 X X X X X X X X � � X X

 BAS025 Angilo 1780 x 800 x 600 c/w fi tted waste � � � 85 X X X X X X X X � � X X

  BAS030 Parama 1800 x 800 x 580 no taps c/w fi tted waste X � � 95 X X X X X X X X � � X X
  BAS035 Slipp 1589 x 680 x 700 No Overfl ow 
(supplied c/w WAS120) X � � 70 X X X X X X X X � � X X

 BAS040 Plazia 1780 x 800 x 540 c/w fi tted waste X � � 95 X X X X X X X X � � X X

  BAS045 Durata Wall Mounted 1830 x 920 x 610 - 
No Waste Supplied � X � 105 X X � X � X X X � � X X

  BAS050 Durata Free standing 1830 x 920 x 610 - 
No Waste Supplied � X � 105 X X � X � X X X � � X X

  BAS055 Ancora (D) Bath with thin front - 
No Waste Supplied � X � 110 X X � X � X X X � � X X

  BAS063 1580mm Double Skinned Acrylic Boat Bath - 
No Waste Supplied X X X 155 Paint X � � � � X � � � X X

  BAS065 1700mm Double Skinned Acrylic Boat Bath - 
No Waste Supplied X X X 160 Paint X � � � � X � � � X X

  BAS070 1800mm Double Skinned Boat Bath - 
No Waste Supplied X X X 160 Paint X � � � � X � � � X X

  BAB005 WHITE Kurv Bath Without Plinth with Integral 
Ovefl ow X � � 40 Matt X X X X X X X � � � X

 BAB010 WHITE Tasse Bath 1770mm X � X 110 Matt X X X X X X X � � � X

 BAB011 STONE Cian Tasse Bath WITHOUT Overfl ow X � X 110 X X X X X X X X � � � X

 BAB015 WHITE Feng Bath With Integral Overfl ow X � X 120 Matt X X X X X X X � � � X

 BAB020 WHITE Delicata Bath 1520mm X � X 120 Matt X X X X X X X � � � X

 BAB025 WHITE Shui Bath With Integral Overfl ow X � X 120 Matt X X X X X X X � � � X

  BAB031 WHITE Aurelius SLIPPER Bath With Integral 
Overfl ow X � � 90 X X X X X X X X � � � X

 BAB034 WHITE MAXIMUS Bath With Integral Overfl ow X � � 90 X X X X X X X X � � � X

  BAB035 WHITE Casini Bath Without Overfl ow Matt 
Exterior Gloss In X � X 120 X X X X X X X X � � � X

  BAB037 WHITE ROUNDELL Bath With Integral 
Overfl ow X � � 75 Matt X X X X X X X � � � X

 BAB040 WHITE PARADISE Freestanding Bath X � X 110 X X X X X X X X � � � X

 BAB045 WHITE Senator Freestanding Bath X � X 100 X X � X X X X X � � X X

 BAB049 WHITE Fitzroy Bath � X X 130 Matt � � � � � � � � � X X

 BAB060 WHITE ORCHID Freestanding Bath X � X 110 X X X X X X X X � � � X

 BAB062 WHITE GIO Bath With Overfl ow X � � 90 Matt X X X X X X X � � � X

 BAB064 WHITE VIVE Bath With Overfl ow X � � 90 Matt X X X X X X X � � � X

 All Cian Basins X X X N/a Matt X X X X X X X X X X �

 EXCELSIOR Aluminium Bath With Plinth X X � 90 Paint � X � � � � � � � X X

 EXCELSIOR Aluminium Bath With Polished Feet X X X 120 Paint � X � � � � � � � X X

 EXCELSIOR Acrylic Bath With Plinth X X � 90 Paint � X � � � � � � � X X

 EXCELSIOR Acrylic Bath With Polished Feet X X X 120 Paint � X � � � � � � � X X

 BOAT Bath Aluminium X X X 130 Paint � � � � � � � � � X X

Important: If any of these issues are critical 
please contact our sales offi ce and confi rm 
details, as specifi cations can and do change 
from time to time without warning. BC 
Designs recommend installation decisions 
are made with the bath/basin on site. We 
cannot accept any liability for incorrect 
information unless it has been confi rmed in 
writing and the product is supplied within 
one month of the date information is given. 
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 shaver sockets

 standard rounded shaver socket 
dual voltage 240v / 110v 

available chrome only
width: 90mm  
height: 150mm

chrome

 

fl at front 
shaver socket 

dual voltage 240v / 110v 
available chrome only
width: 88mm  
height: 148mm

Depending on supply,
front plate may differ 
from the one shown.

 new dimension screwless 
shaver socket 

dual voltage 240v / 110v 
available chrome only
width: 90mm  
height: 150mm

72

energy save

other areas

zone 2
 magnifying mirror
 Ip44 splashproof
c/w 
1 x 22 watt 
low energy lamp
3 x magnifi cation

diameter of the mirror : 220mm
max. extension: 310mm
baseplate diameter : 150mm

Swivel arm and pullswitch

 This guide is designed to help you in selecting safe lighting for your bathroom, shower or sauna. In fact any area inside the home that 
may potentially come into contact with water. BC Designs are leading suppliers of Splashproof and Jetproof Ip rated lighting. 

To fi nd out more, please study the Lighting ZONE Guide below.

 Elevation view of bath tub       Plan view of bath tub          Plan view of shower

 BS 7621:2008 Requirements for Electrical Installations, IEE Wiring Regulations 17th Edition was published in January this year. Installations designed after the 
30th June 2008 are to comply with BS 7671:2008 (for more information visit www.theiet.org).

 The above information is intended as a simple guide only. BC Designs takes no responsibility for incorrectly installed luminaires. Any fi nal decisions about 
installation should be taken by a qualifi ed electrician.

The zone system

 For the purposes of safe lighting, the bathroom or shower area is divided into ZONES. 
The zones are numbered according to the distance away from a source of water.

    Zone 0 Suitable for Zone 0 (IP68 submersible to 9 metres)
   The ultimate in watertight fi ttings. Suitable for saunas, steam rooms or to be mounted underwater (down to 9 metres). 

  Zone 1 Suitable for Zone 1 (IP65 jetproof)
  Should be fi tted where the fi tting may be subjected to a jet of water, for example from a shower handset. 

  Zone 2 Suitable for Zone 2 (IP44 splashproof)
  Should be fi tted wherever the fi tting may be splashed. Anywhere within 0.6 mtrs of a basin or similar water source. 

  Suitable for Other Areas
  For all other areas where jets or splashes of water will not occur.
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extras for all pull switches
(if bought separately)

string connectors
chrome

gold / nickel

standard knob
chrome

gold / nickel

maxim knob
chrome

gold / nickel

Code: FML255

Code: SS010
Code: SS015 Code: SS020

Mirror, Sockets & pull Switches

Pull switches

width: 100mm
max drop: 1.5m

chrome 

gold / nickel

(price includes pull knob and string 
connector & white china backplate). 
please specify plain or traditional 
ornate backplate when ordering.

WhILE
STOCKS LAST

The Bathroom & Shower
SAFE Lighting Guide   
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 Ip68 GL050 FROSTED light

Elegance and performance. GL050 is designed to deliver both. 
3 power LEDs provide a strong light, whilst the special lens 
creates a classy lighting effect and prevents dazzling of the eye.

Can be mounted in walls, fl oors or ceilings and 
are fully submersible.

 
use with power supplies pLu/350 1-9
Maximum 3 fi ttings

IMPORTANT

this product will be destroyed immediately if not used in conjunction 
with 350mA power supply. Do not use with constant voltage driver 
or transformer

 Ip68 GL040 SpOT light

The GL040 is the most powerful LED ground or wall light from BC 
Designs so far. 3 power LEDs combine to create a strong light output, 
whilst minimising power consumption. A long maintenance free life 
is assured, and with its robust stainless steel construction, the GL040 
will remain looking great for many years to come. A low profi le 
design and simple wing springs ensure installation is quick and easy.

Can be mounted in walls, fl oors or ceilings and are fully submersible.

use with power supplies pLu/350 1-9
Maximum 3 fi ttings

IMPORTANT

this product will be destroyed immediately if not used in conjunction with 350mA 
power supply. Do not use with constant voltage driver or transformer

NEuTRAL 
WhITE

WARM 
WhITE

BLuE

please note: Warm White 
gives out approx. 70% 

brightness of Neutral White

zone 2

zone 0

zone 1

other areas

zone 2

zone 0

zone 1

other areas

75mm

43m
m

 1m

Cut out size 65mm

75mm

43m
m

 1m

Cut out size 65mm

Led Lights Led Lights

Code: LED14 + Colour

Code: LED912

Code: LED15 + Colour

Code: LED912

 Ip68 LED daisy lights

Ip68 to 1 bar water pressure down to 9 m water

low profi le 1 watt LED light for use as step light, ground light or downlight 
in interior, exterior and submerged (zone 0) situations clear epoxy lens. 

Only available in neutral white.

Wire in series. If used in zone 0 or zone 1 must be wired in 
conjunction with power supply pLR 1-5 (supports up to 5 units) 

1m x 0.35mm red & black tefl on cable supplied

power supply for this item (runs up to 5 units)

zone 0

 LED Lyte Ip Ip65
Suitable for zone 1

The LED LYTE Ip is a popular choice for lighting effects. 
This Ip65 version features an updated look, high performance 
light output, and fully waterproof aluminium housing.

This mini LED can be fi tted into walls or used as a 
downlighter and is fully jet proof.

please note this fi tting is not suitable for fl oors where 
water will pool permanently.

Giving an equivalent output of 9.5W

Made in brushed aluminium fi nish 

use with power supplies:
Code: LED911

LED Lyte 1m Extension
For easy installation, link your units 
together with the LED 1m extension. 

LED Lyte 
1m ExT

NEuTRAL 
WhITE

WARM 
WhITE

BLuE

RED GREEN AMBER

30mm 32mm 1.1

Wiring diagrams

zone 1

 31mm    21mm   1m 

Cut out size 25mm

Code: LED2 + Colour 

Code: LED948

Code: LED10 + Colour

Code: LED910

WhITE
ONLY
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Controls

 RGB BOx colour changing controller

To use this colour changing controller you have 
a choice of 2 systems:

use in conjunction with the RGBox IR-2 Control 
OR the DMx C WM01 wall mounted controller 
plus interface

• each unit will power up to 9 RGB sets 
 (27 LED in total)
•  link together up to 10 units to control 

90 Luxeon 1w RGB sets
• supplied with Plug and Play lead
• input voltage: 190-260v 0.15A max (32w max)
• output voltage: 3 x 350mA

RGB BOx   

DMxT colour changing wall 
mounted controller

Supplied with silver AND 
white plastic frames

The DMxT is a simple to use touch sensitive 
controller featuring 8 functions including a 
colour wheel giving you the option to create 
the colour you wish.

Modes available:
• On/Off
• Master Dimmer
• Colour cycle,
• Primary colours & white
• Memory Function ..
• Stores up to 6 presets.

Input:  220-240V to power supply 
(supplied with DMxT)

Output: DMx 512
Dimensions: w 120mm h 85mm
Fitting:  Single recessed pattress box 

(min. depth 30mm)

It is not suitable for fi tting to a surface 
mounted pattress box.

For use with our GLO40 RGB and 
GLO50 RGB Ip68 colour changing LED’s
Ip20 Controller needs to be fi tted outside 
Zones 1 and 2

DMxT CONTROLLER

75
m

m
   

   
   

  1
48

m
m

28mm

RGB BOx IR-2 CONTROL

350mA dimming driver

• control your colour change scenes remotely
•  control up to 10 RGBoxes (up to 20 LED 

pOWER RGB, up to 90 LED 3 RGB)
• use in conjunction with RGBox

The Magic Eye Sensor
comes with white housing 
only. Sensor must be fi tted 
outside zones 0, 1 and 2.

DMx 1 interface

To use the DMxT controller 
the DMx 1 interface is always 
necessary.

DMx I    

other areas

Ir2 infrared RGB Controller

+  Ir2 infrared RGB Controller with power 
 source (must be used with Ir2   
 Remote Control included in the box)
 

+  RGB Box
 Runs 9 x GL040 or 4 x GL050
 

DMxT Touch Controller

+  DMxT wall mounted controller 
 

+  DMx 1 interface 

+  RGB Box Runs 9 x GL040
 or 4 x GL050
 

Ir2 infrared RGB Controller

+   Ir2 infrared RGB Controller 
 with power source (must be used with 
 Ir2 Remote Control included in the box)

+ RGB Box
 Runs 9 x GL040 or 4 x GL050

DMxT Touch Controller

+  DMxT wall mounted controller 

+  DMx 1 interface 

+  RGB Box Runs 9 x GL040
 or 4 x GL050
 

To use this RGB fi tting you have a choice of 2 systems:

                                               or

To use this RGB fi tting you have a choice of 2 systems:

                                               or

IMPORTANT

this product will be destroyed immediately if not used
in conjunction with 350mA power supply. Do not use with constant voltage driver or transformer

75mm

43m
m

  1m

IP68 LED GL050 RGB colour change light

• supplied with 2 x 1m 4-core PVC cable
• use with IR2 Controller or DMX C WM01 to achieve 
 colour change requirements - see page 23 for details 
• up to 4 GL050 RGB per RGBox
• Please Note: because of the frosted lens the GL050 gives 
 out approx 50% of the brightness of the GL040

zone 0

zone 0

Cut out size 65mm

75mm

43m
m

  1m

Cut out size 65mm

 IP68 LED GL040 RGB colour change light

• supplied with 2 x 1m 4-core PVC cable
• use with IR2 Controller or DMX C WM01 to achieve 
 colour change requirements - see page 23 for details 
• up to 9 GL040 RGB per RGBox
• beam angle 45º
• this is marine grade stainless steel

Modes available:
• On/Off
• Master Dimmer
• Colour cycle,
• Primary colours & white
• Memory Function ..
• Stores up to 6 presets.

 

 Code: LED955
 

 
 Code: LED952
 

 
 Code: LED960
 

 Code: LED967
 

 Code: LED952

 

 Code: LED955

 
 Code: LED952
 

 
 Code: LED960
 

 Code: LED967
 

 Code: LED952
 

 

 
 

Code: LED145

  
Code: LED952

Code: LED960

Code: LED955

 
Code: LED967

Code: LED156

Colour Changing Led Lights
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 IP68 LED GL019 lights

Ip68 to 1 bar water pressure down to 9 m water

1watt LED light for use as step light, ground light or 
downlight in interior, exterior and submerged
(zone 0) situations.

Choice of 6 LED colours in steel fi xing
marine grade stainless steel
5mm toughened walkover glass sealed for life

GL019 spot
12˚ spot lens. 
up to 300 Lux at 1m with white LED.

GL019 fl ood
45˚ fl ood lens. 
up to 65 Lux at 1m with white LED.

Wire in series. To be used with power supply pLR/350 
1-5 (supports up to 5 units)
1m x 0.35mm red & black tefl on cable supplied

width 40mm  cut-out 31 depth 35mm

IMPORTANT

this product will be destroyed immediately if not used in  
conjunction with 350mA power supply. Do not use with  
constant voltage driver or transformer

power supply for this item (runs up to 5 units)

GL019 ST with thread (spot only)

LED light with thread and nut fi tting ideal for submerged 
(zone 0) situations can be mounted in tiles, baths or  
panels choice of white or blue LEDs in steel fi tting

IP68 LED GL019 SQ 
Flood lights

45˚ fl ood lens. 
up to 65 Lux at 1m with white LED.
in neutral white or blue colours only

uses same power supply as GL019
Wire in series

IMPORTANT

this product will be destroyed immediately if not used 
in conjunction with 350mA power supply. Do not use 
with constant voltage driver or transformer

NEuTRAL 
WhITE

WARM 
WhITE

BLuE

RED GREEN AMBER

40mm          36mm      1.1m

40mm          36mm      1m

NEuTRAL 
WhITE

BLuE

zone 0 zone 0

Cut out size 33mm

Code: LED19SQ + Colour

Code: LED19ST

Code: LED910

Code: LED19F + colour

Code: LED19S + colour

Led Lights Controls

other areas

other areas

95mm

30mm

10mm          15.5mm

8.
5m

m

25.5mm            53mm

56
m

m

CR 135 tefl on cable

red or black Tefl on cable
hO5RN-F
1 x 0.35mm2
supplied in 100m reels
also available by the metre

DMX CABLE 
shielded cable

shielded twisted pair cable
suitable for DMx signal wiring.

51mm            108mm

23mm

 JB1 parallel or JB2 series waterproof 
junction box

pLEASE STATE pARALLEL OR SERIES WIRING

For parallel or series wiring of LED fi ttings. One input 
and one to three outputs. Cable diameter 6.5-8.8mm. 
Wiring may be wired to additional JB1 or JB2 boxes

PDC dimmer module for series wired LEDs

Incorporated dimmer switch and ON/OFF feature
Fits in most standard wall boxes (not supplied) dimmer 
for use with pLD uNIDRIVE 350mA dimming driver

UY2 quick waterproof connector

Insert wires into holes until resistance then push down 
on button

use CR135 cable 0.35mm2 
Low voltage only

PLD UNIDRIVE 350mA dimming driver

Direct constant current power supply
No terminal covers: Must be built in
protected against: Mains surge, Short circuit, Over-load, 
Over heating power 1-9 3w LED’s at 700mA with 
220-240 input voltage
Dimmable by mains push to make or 1-10v
Synchronise up to 10 units for dimming
push fi t wiring terminals (max wire 1.5mm2)
Input voltage: 100-240v AC 50/60hZ

Code: JB1 is LED900 JB2 is LED901 

Code: LED940

Code: LED950
Code: LED964

Code: LED95 + colour

Code: LED921
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Ledseal NEW LED Downlight zone 2

zone 1

ø3
9

ø84

65.6mm

84mm

59
m

m

55
m

m

Cut-out 69mm

ø3
9

ø84

65.6mm

84mm

59
m

m

55
m

m

Cut-out 69mm

ø9
6

ø62

ø30

72.3mm

96mm

51
.4
m
m

Ledseal chrome tilting

Ledseal chrome fi xed

Ledseal IP65 LED Downlight
in chrome or white

Features include:
• ready-wired LED driver
• Fire-Rated Zone 1
• IP65 Jetproof
• Dimmable to 30%
• Part B, C,E. L & P compliance
• Only 8W power consumption
• Straight to mains connection
• 34º beam angle
• Brighter than a 50W GU10
• Easy terminal push-fi t
• 5-year guarantee

Ledseal IP20 LED Downlight
in chrome or white, suitable 
for outside areas

Features include:
• ready-wired LED driver
• Fire-Rated
• IP20 other areas
• Dimmable to 30%
• Part B, C,E. L & P compliance
• Only 8W power consumption
• Straight to mains connection
• 34º beam angle
• Brighter than a 50W GU10
• Easy terminal push-fi t
• 5-year guarantee

LED downlights last up to 30 times longer than standard halogen. Saving time money and maintenance.

Light output:
 warm white

(3000º kelvin)

Light output:
 warm white

(3000º kelvin)
Cut-out 79mm

Code Chrome: ADE310
Code White: ADE311

Code Chrome: ADE315
Code White: ADE316

BC believes the fi re-rated BC Designs’ LEDSEAL DOWNLIGHT is the 
nearest thing to a halogen downlight on the Market

• It looks like a halogen • It gives the same colour light as a halogen
• It is dimmable (to 30%) • The fi xed Downlight is IP65 (Jetproof)

• Run 6 LEDSEALS for the same cost as 1 x 50 watt mains halogen light

COB gives clear imaging! no ripple curve 
easy on the eyes

Front cover is removable
for a clean fi nish when painting

(Fixed version only)
Looks like a Halogen Light

EASY-WIRING TERMINAL BLOCK
1. Quick fi t cable terminal block
2.  Terminal block allows loop-in/loop out wiring
3. Inner cable grip securely fi xes cables
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Fire rated twistlock downlights

Fire and acoustic barrier downlights in accordance with new building 
regulations: BS476: part 21: 1987 and part E : Appendix F

No need for additional fi re hood, an all in one solution.

chrome or white fi nishes only width: 87mm cut-out: 72mm

12 volt option including 50w Gu5.3 lamp and 60VA transformer

Fire rated twistlock tilting downlights

12 volt option including 50w 
Gu5.3 lamp and 60VA transformer width: 95mm cut-out: 84mm

twistlock tilt 
chrome or white fi nishes only width: 95mm cut-out: 84mm

Fire rated IP65 jetproof showerlights

IP65 jetproof showerlight suitable for bathroom zone 1 

Fire and acoustic barrier downlights in accordance with new building regulations:
BS476: part 21: 1987 and part E : Appendix F
No need for additional fi re hood, an ‘all in one’ solution.

chrome or white fi nishes only width: 87mm cut-out: 73mm

12 volt option 
including 35w Gu5.3 lamp and 60VA transformer

zone 1

other areas

other areas

Fire-rated Downlights

Code: ADE010 Chrome
 ADE110 White

Code: ADE015 Chrome
 ADE115 White

Code: ADE005 Chrome
 ADE105 White



The Chairman of BC Designs, Barrie Cutchie has been in 
the forefront of bathroom innovation and design for 
over 30 years.

In 1979, he became the Founder, of BC Sanitan..the World 
famous Traditional Reproduction Sanitaryware Company who 
are generally recognised as the Company who started the trend 
for Traditional Bathrooms.

Barrie then continued the trend as Co-Founder of The Imperial 
Bathroom Company in 1988. Imperial continue to push the 
boundaries of classic bathroom design, enhancing some of the 
most beautiful homes in the World. 

His companies are known to be “ The First” in introducing the 
latest trends into the Bathroom Market, from the beautifully 
designed Bathroom Pullswitch and Aluminium Bateau Bath, to 
the exquisite Contemporary Range of Thinn solid surface baths 
which set a quality standard not beaten anywhere in the World. 

BC Designs has been in existence for over 15 years and BC 
products can be bought from most of the better Bathroom 
Showrooms in the UK.

If you want the “WOW” factor..choose BC Designs. 

BC

BC Designs continues to set the standard for quality for any discerning  
bathroom designer looking for something with a “WOW” factor.

BC Designs have increased their fabulous ranges of bath tubs  
to include offering for all areas of the bathroom market.

The Design Works,  
Allens Farm, Tye Road, 
Elmstead Market,  
Essex CO7 7BN

Tel: 01206 827100 
Fax: 01206 827800 
Email: sales@bcdesigns.co.uk 
www.bcdesigns.co.uk 
www.bathroomlighting.co.uk
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T&Cs information
Terms of Trading
BC Designs will not normally sell directly to the consumer, for this reason our 
published terms and conditions relate to the supply of goods to retail outlets. 
Therefore terms and conditions applicable to the end user are also those 
offered by the outlet from where you purchase the item and may vary. For 
this reason end users should always refer any issue to the point of purchase  
in the first instance.

Guarantee and Warranty
We offer a 1 year guarantee against manufacturing faults on all of the Lighting 
products in this Brochure. 

We offer a 10 Year Guarantee on our unique range of baths and chinaware 
subject to the End-User completion of our Guarantee Registration Form 
supplied with the product.

In either instance all products must be fitted in accordance with both the 
instructions and relevant regulations and be for normal domestic use only. 
We do not cover products against fair wear and tear, misuse, incorrect usage, 
incorrect installation, incorrect specification, malicious or accidental damage, 
negligence, or lack of servicing. In all cases guarantees and warranties are not 
transferable and proof of purchase will be required to validate any claim.

No claim greater than the purchase price paid to BC Designs or for 
consequential loss will be entertained by BC Designs except where negligence 
on the part of BC Designs is proven.

Printing Accuracy
Prices are for guidance and are correct at the time of printing, but do not 
constitute a formal offer as prices may have to change due to unforeseen 
circumstances. Accordingly prices are those ruling at date of despatch. 

Photographs in this brochure are studio posed in a setting to demonstrate 
the ambience of the main product featured unless otherwise stated. All other 
items featured are photographers props and we are unable to advise on them. 
Photographs do not necessarily reflect all pipework and plumbing that may be 
necessary for installation of the product.

Availability
We aim to maintain stock of all items in this brochure at all times. However, 
the majority of items contained herein are produced in small volume and in 
specialist circumstances and can therefore be affected by significant lead times. 
Availability should be checked at the time of ordering, and before making any 
commitment to installation.

Measurements and Specs
All measurements are given for guidance only. Variation may occur either  
due to manufacturing tolerances, specification change, error or omission.  
For this reason it is recommended to check critical dimensions with BC 
Designs prior to ordering. BC Designs will not accept any liability where  
there is no prior written advice of critical requirements. We reserve the  
right to change specifications at any time.

Returning Goods
Items which are unsuitable or not required may be returned subject to the 
following conditions:-

1)  BC Designs must be contacted prior to any item being returned and 
returns documentation obtained. BC Designs cannot accept responsibility 
for items returned where this requirement is not complied with.

2)  When contacting BC Designs the original BC Designs invoice number 
must be quoted, without this we regret we are unable to accept any  
item back.

3)  Unwanted items must be in perfect re-saleable condition. We will not 
accept items for return which have been fitted, used or are other than  
in the condition in which they were supplied. 

4)  The retail packaging of returned items must be unmarked, and in good 
condition. For this reason it is wise to retain all packaging materials and  
to open packages with care.

5)  The cost of the returning goods for any reason other than a genuine 
manufacturing fault is not the responsibility of BC Designs, in all cases  
a charge of 25% may be levied to cover costs incurred in return.

6)  In selecting a suitable method for return, consideration should be given 
to proper insurance, as BC Designs will not accept liability for goods 
damaged in transit.

7)  Responsibility for packaging in a suitably robust fashion lies with the 
sender. If there is any doubt what a “suitably robust fashion” means  
please contact us for specific packing advice.

8) Items damaged in transit will not be accepted for refund/credit. 

9)  In the event that an item is received damaged BC Designs will notify the 
sender and document the damage. The item and the documentation will 
be retained for 14 days, after which time the item may be disposed of 
without further reference to the sender.

Authenticity
It is in the nature of some items in this brochure, that they are made using 
techniques rarely in common usage today. This is to recreate an authentic 
period look, which should not be confused with mass produced featureless 
product and thus construed as imperfect. 

Delivery
We use third party carriers and a basic two day service for all deliveries.  
With the exception of overseas and outlying areas all deliveries within 
Mainland Britain which are at a value higher than £95.00 net and to a 
commercial address open between 8am & 5:30 pm will be delivered free of 
charge. Orders for less that £95.00 will incur a carriage charge of £7.95 
to a commercial address (as described) and £10.95 to non commercial. For 
larger items we do check circumstances prior to despatch, and therefore 
reserve the right to levy additional charges in the event that delivery is refused 
or the information received is incorrect.

We can offer some flexible alternatives to this BASIC service, but those 
alternatives will incur additional charges. Please contact our sales office 
with your requirements and a quote should you require additional services, 
including timed deliveries, next day, Saturday, or delivery to a private address. 

Damage in Transit
We do not use our own transport. Therefore there is a limited time in which 
we can make a claim for any damage in transit against carriers. For this reason 
outer packaging should be inspected for obvious signs of damage before 
accepting delivery, and regardless all items should be opened and inspected 
within 3 days of receipt. We cannot accept claims for damage in transit after 
this, nor will we accept any responsibility once goods have been passed to a 
third party without prior inspection. It is the responsibility of the Showroom 
to inspect the goods BEFORE they deliver to a customer.

Inspection
BC Designs maintain an inspection regime on all goods that we ship out 
and considerable care is taken to present them in good condition for your 
pleasure. We do also photograph all higher value items prior to shipping so 
as to avoid disputes over what has been received etc., these pictures are 
retained for 1 year after shipment.

Your rights
Your statutory rights are unaffected by all of the above. 
Full Terms and Conditions are available on request.



The Design Works, Allens Farm, Tye Road, 
Elmstead Market, Essex CO7 7BN

Tel: 01206 827100 
Fax: 01206 827800 

Email: sales@bcdesigns.co.uk
www.bcdesigns.co.uk 

www.bathroomlighting.co.uk
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